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After a 20 year absence, disappearing from the Art and Literary
World, Visionary Artist and Writer Bill Jones re emerges with This
Illumined, ground breaking Work.
Soon after his 4 year meteoric rise in the Art World, and enjoying
wide spread praise for his work.. and just then, introducing the
Limited Edition Print of his Celebrated Painting, “City of Light”
in April, 1988.. Jones left Palm Beach, and went into the Great
Smokey Mountains, and into seclusion, “to find answers” to..
Spiritual growth, Expanded Awareness and application, some of the
Tribulations and Mysteries of life here on Earth... and more...
His yearning to know, and communicate, promptly and
unexpectedly produced His first Book.. “Overview” in 1990
“Overview” is a collection of Documented important Issues,
and controversial Essays and related Poems .. on life situations we
all have to live with.. such as Civic and Personal Responsibility,
Government, Earth Conservation, Emotions and Much More..
Because of sudden terminal illness, learned of in 1990, right after
his completion of “Overview” the Book was shelved for all these
years... till Now !
And, as Jones has miraculously survived, so will “Overview”
Finally be introduced in 2012.. People who have read “Overview”
have said.. “It is even more important now.. as all he wrote about 20
years ago, is proved true, and more so Today!”
As Jones again appears on the stage of Public life, so is His signed
and numbered Limited Edition Print “City of Light” once again
available. Because of Jones’ sudden disappearance ..right after
introducing the “City of Light” Print, in 1988, 500 of the 600
Limited Edition are Still Available .. once again. *
* Jones can be contacted directly at making.sense@yahoo.com
“Making Sense” is the temporary culmination of Jones’ studies....
Stir your Soul.. Engage your Mind.. Excite your Heart.. Ignite your Passions

City of Light

Overview ..
written 1990, to be
Released 2012

Far Away from the Feud
At Peace.. and in Quiet.. so to listen to sounds
of the Earth, and to myself.. I make the chance
for Original Thought.. its the chance or nought..
but at least on this day.. the chance I've made..
to Create much better than what I've seen.
as now I surround myself with My Dream..
in the Woods.. and of .. The Woods of Is.
I hear the beat of the Hummers' wings..
and the soft sounds of Squirrels' feet, as they
traipse through the Woods, covered with leaves..
and trickling Streams.. and the Birds singing..
chipmunks chatting with their little squeaks..
proclaiming their space.. and I too proclaim
all this as my space.. my Backwoods Domain..
where I can hear all.. all... all the sounds of
the Earth.. that many don't even of partake.
And dreaming with warm thoughts of Love
far away.. love now not here, but not lost.
I beckon to thee.. that She will join me.. in
my Private Domain, and blend with of same..
and with me, and I her.. and the Earth.
Hoping for better than past ages of regret..
usurped by the whores of Babylon yet again
unending castration.. relentless domination,
from anti-brotherhood, war mongering hoards..
A true account.. if not the Truth indeed...
Do not fault me.. for observance of thee.
But for me.. for now.. I exist in my Dream..
Far away from the ancient, ever present Feud
of man... I dwell in, and evolve, in Peace.
For now we are surrounded with the Woods..
in the Woods.. and of ... The Woods of Is.

Full Moon Rising
Full Moon rising.. bright moon at dawn.. ever-so longing..
home at once all... all I be... all for evermore... home.
Linked now, and knowing.. all.. ever-so more.
Twin Flames arise.. see I once more.. all.
Call you me.. calling evermore softly.. thee.
Lofty thoughts rising.. coming home to me.
Calling and linking.. ever out to all.
Know and do.. see.. see me.. see as we are, as
was.. and will be... all at once.. if in, is are we.
As oft and evermore are we.. again we are rising..
to each and all see.. Dark Moon rising.. there still.
Know ye dare to think.. and wish to each and all in.
In now are we.. as we link with the Light.
Feel its’ magic.. know its majesty.. lights blend again..
and in sync to each all in... after evermore and was..
will to each all end.. with New Moon in quittance..
and thus charged are all.. as time at hand is... for..
now.. finally... ye listen... if advised well are ye.
Seeking and knowing you.. a call home to thee..
to The Land of Is.. all that was.. and evermore will Be.
Want you of me.. and yes.. of thee too I need.
See together.. see all is.. dream like awake.. now..
a key to all at stake... listen and awaken now to Thee.
Akin to thee.. and in sync I am.. tarry not an instant..
for as now.. know ye me.. as your love.
I have known thee, and will again.. partake of..
and too, Ye of me.. as then we were, are.. and will Be.
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" Think me not unkind and rude,
that I walk alone in grove and glen;
I go to the God of the wood,
to fetch His word to men."
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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"Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth find reserves of
strength that will endure as long as life lasts." Rachel Carson
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.......... Pearls and Swine

This

Forward to the first section of this book is intended to
open your attitude.. that, quite possibly, you can be more in
control of your Reality, than you are aware of.. What a frightful
thought! But, IF you admit that.. just because you can’t do
it at the moment.. that doesn’t mean that it can’t be done...
you are started well.. Be open to the extreme possibility that
YOU can be in Control of your Emotions and More.. You may
find that it is Not so extreme, after all.. I am a person who
makes my own Reality.. I simply Am, and I do.. I know what
it is to live in “THE MOMENT”. and to just “Be”... Past and
future does NOT interfere. Present moment happiness must
be realized for what it is. It has to be cultivated.. the Reality
is there, but ONLY for those who can recognize it.. and I
know how to. I write about it.. to share with others.. most of
whom don’t have a clue. You would probably be surprised
at the people who, when presented with the truth of it, [“It”
being the ways of thinking that can set you free of emotional
stress] , that they don’t act, and try to implement IT.. Well..
“You can lead a horse to water”.. You are the one who Must
decide, and take action. Probably the main block for a lot of
people is fear.. overwhelming fear of change.. big change
in fundamental ways.. and even though the Change might
be wonderfully better, they would rather wallow in their old
familiar, comfortable way of dealing with, and outlook on, life...
I guess, because the Change is not a sure, familiar thing to
them at the present. Hence.. as far as their own Emotional
state of mind is concerned.. the pathetic state of helplessness
is their plight, they think.. but .. I had such strong Desire
to escape that state, and I did. That Desire is crucial ..
Fundamental Attitude change is also crucial. It is so ironic
that the one precept that they must have.. the very concept
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that must be applied, is the very one that they hate! They
will do anything to rationalize, and come up with all kinds of
defenses, and excuses to keep their focus in their familiar little
dead-end, stagnant “groove”. They, I have noticed, will even
ridicule and/or attack anyone who may suggest that another,
possibly better way, of thinking could be utilized. It seems
safe there, in their little confined familiar way, I guess.. They
act like Just because They are not aware of something, then
IT must Not exist.. This limiting attitude, I find incredible
and even laughable if it were not so sad ! The unknown has
always been such a fearful place to explore for so many
people.. But if you approach with courage, self reliance,
confidence, and Optimism .. you will do OK.. And Remember..
that most great advances in Culture and Industry, Physics
and Philosophy, etc. have come from people who were
considered, at the time, to be sort of UN-conventional “nuts”
.. till later to be realized as great thinkers.. Learn!! Look
where so called “conventional “thinking has gotten us.. each
day hoping that nothing will upset their little boat today.. I,
on the other hand, keep My Balance without affect and
effects from outside of myself. I can have a thought Without
“Reacting” to it emotionally! So can you.. Try looking at the
Emotions as the seasonings to Life.. Not the chains of it. I
am able to participate in relationships and society, if I choose
to, without becoming bogged down in anyway. You can too..
but will you? Your Choice! Picture yourself confined in a
trench 10 feet deep, and unending... Now picture all wonderful
Cities of Gold and beautiful vistas all around on the landscape
just 10 feet above the bottom of the trench.. out of your view,
therefore, to You, it must NOT exist!! But, I suggest to you
that a lot more Reality exists than you are aware of at the
present time.. but, to see, You Must climb out on your own.. It
is Your CHOICE.. A Key Word.. Try to think of the “trench”
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as your present reality.. at least your self made reality, the
way you have decided to live it.. Dreamers have a big head
start to climb out of the trench, because they, at least, believe
and hope that something is possible. Again You are the one
to decide.. Dreamers lack fear of change.. and I suggest that
you study this attitude well.. for the freeing concepts in this
book will be useless to you without this attitude applied. All I
can do is present the news to you.. I Have Already Applied the
different way of thinking about reality .. and it works.. and I AM
Free.. Free of emotional intervention, resulting in unpleasant
reality. I thought relationships were the real reason we are
here, and emotions, not the mind, were the “squirming basket
of snakes” to be tamed, if we were ever to advance to higher
levels of being. I studied Human Behaviorism and Psychology
for 14 years, on my own. I did this early in life.. I wanted to
know how people think and relate.. it is my game, so to
speak.. and my close friends were and are in these fields,
I did not seek them for this, they just were and are. Strangely
enough, None of them, that I know of, is in the control seat
for their emotions, like I am now. It took me years to come up
with the solutions, and more years for me to get out of My own
way, so I could have a chance to apply the concepts. NOW I
Do. I Pray It does Not take you years, or even months. Truly
.. IT is at hand now... IF you will reach out with true desire, and
courage. How long it does, indeed, take you is up to you..!
There is considerable effort required for a free thinking and
happy person to exist in a society that is drowning in greed,
apathy, malice, ignorance, and Atavism ! It should be noted,
that for a happy society to exist in Peace, and to Spiritually
evolve = Brotherhood was a key, and I write about this also.
“The Golden Rule” is the only law needed, if a society applied
it fervently. Compassion, altruism, personal responsibility
and love would grow, and all problems would vanish. It is my
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constant hope, and part of my mission, to see this come
about. But, that is a long way from happening. Not necessarily
in time, but a Long stretch and growth in Consciousness. But
this Can be achieved, even in a flash, once certain truths are
realized.. And applied... but the state of consciousness of
the masses is so muddled with all manner, or I should say,
ill-manner of darkness and negativity.. that they will need
a big miracle to jump out of the state of Atavism that holds
them captive in their self- induced state of apathetic false
bliss.. This state causes them to remain on their ignorant
path... cursing anyone that may come along with some
“light” to shed on them, in their pathetic state. My evolved
author friend Arthur Hancock says... that they are “Sick”
and should be looked at, and dealt with accordingly.... Too
much of this attitude about them, in my view, relieves them
of responsibility.. I say they Are responsible! And .. even the
Bible says “they will be held accountable for every act they did
in life.” I am able to see everything Objectively, and I am also
sort of an empath, with the ability to see from your eyes.. I Do
have some tools now to advance, and I know that there is so
much more for me to discover.. But, now, I do have tools
to share with you.. that will make mincemeat , out of all the
crap the World slings our way.. But.. the finest set of tools in
the World is useless when the box is unopened.. I show you
some tools in this work.. But.. you must decide to open the
box.. if you can get out of your own way long enough.. it took
me years to do so.. so I don’t bash you for it.. You are usually
your worst enemy.. and block to your own growth.. strange but
true.. such is our plight ....... Realize.*

Wise is the man who knows what he wants.
Happy is the man who goes after it.
Content is the man who finds it.
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